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Abstract Although impairments related to somatosensory
perception are common in schizophrenia, they have rarely
been examined in functional imaging studies. In the present
study,magnetoencephalography(MEG)wasusedtoidentify
neural networks that support attention to somatosensory
stimuliinhealthyadultsandabnormalitiesinthesenetworks
in patient with schizophrenia. A median-nerve oddball task
wasusedtoprobeattentiontosomatosensorystimuli,andan
advanced, high-resolution MEG source-imaging method
was applied to assess activity throughout the brain. In nine-
teenhealthysubjects,attention-relatedactivationwasseenin
a sensorimotor network involving primary somatosensory
(S1), secondary somatosensory (S2), primary motor (M1),
pre-motor (PMA), and paracentral lobule (PCL) areas. A
frontal–parietal–temporal ‘‘attention network’’, containing
dorsal- and ventral–lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC and
VLPFC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), superior parietal lobule (SPL), inferior pari-
etal lobule (IPL)/supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and temporal
lobe areas, was also activated. Seventeen individuals with
schizophrenia showed early attention-related hyperactiva-
tions in S1 and M1 but hypo-activation in S1, S2, M1, and
PMA at later latency in the sensorimotor network. Within
this attention network, hypoactivation was found in SPL,
DLPFC, orbitofrontal cortex, and the dorsal aspect of ACC.
Hyperactivation was seen in SMG/IPL, frontal pole, and the
ventral aspect of ACC in patients. These ﬁndings link
attention-related somatosensory deﬁcits to dysfunction in
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Abbreviations
ACC Anterior cingulate cortex
AG Angular gyrus
BA Brodmann area
BEM Boundary element method
DLPFC Dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex
ERF Event-related ﬁeld
ERP Event-related potential
FP Frontal pole
FWER Family-wise error rate
IPL Inferior parietal lobule
LDAEP Loudness dependence of
auditory evoked potentials
M1 Primary motor
MFG Middle frontal gyrus
MMF Magnetic mismatch ﬁeld
MMN Mismatch negativity
MRI Magnetic resonance images
MVT Medioventral temporal
OFC Orbitofrontal cortex
PCC Posterior cingulate cortex
PCL Paracentral lobule
PMA Pre-motor area
PPC Posterior parietal cortex
S1 Primary somatosensory
S2 Secondary somatosensory
SMA Supplementary motor area
SMG Supramarginal gyrus
SPL Superior parietal lobule
SSP Signal space separation
STS Superior temporal sulcus
TP Temporal pole
VESTAL Vector-based spatial–temporal analysis using
L1-minimum-norm
VLPFC Ventral–lateral prefrontal cortex
Introduction
Individuals with schizophrenia commonly exhibit a variety
of symptoms related to the somatosensory system. About
30–50% of ﬁrst-episode patients experience somatic delu-
sions and tactile hallucinations (Johnstone et al. 1986;
Johnstone et al. 1991). Impairments related to somatosen-
sory perception are also common, including ﬁne motor
touch, temperature, pain (nociception), movement, tension,
and vibration (Ritzler and Rosenbaum 1974; Dworkin
1994; Kolb and Whishaw 1996). Deﬁcits have also been
found in individuals with schizophrenia, their relatives, and
individuals with schizotypal personality disorder on tests of
somatosensory function, including two-point discrimina-
tion and graphesthesia (Martin et al. 1995; Lenzenweger
2000; Chang and Lenzenweger 2001; Lenzenweger et al.
2002; Chang and Lenzenweger 2004; Chang and Len-
zenweger 2005). Cognitive processes associated with
somatosensory perception have also been examined (see
review in (Chang and Lenzenweger 2004)). For example, it
was found that somatosensory stimulation in a group of
individuals with schizophrenia was associated with
decreased activity in brain regions participating in an
attentional network (Boning et al. 1989).
Somatosensory deﬁcits may have a profound impact on
quality of life, including the performance of jobs that
require the use of tools, such as a car mechanic, carpenter,
seamstress, dishwasher, or butcher; as well as more aca-
demic jobs, such as musician, painter, and sculptor. These
jobs require accurate processing of somatosensory feed-
back to guide hand movements. Little is known, however,
about the neural substrates supporting somatosensory pro-
cessing impairments in schizophrenia. Although functional
imaging research in schizophrenia has played an important
role in understanding neurobiological factors in cognitive
dysfunction, the somatosensory system has rarely been
examined. Norra and colleagues (Norra et al. 2004)
reported prolonged high-frequency oscillations (*600 Hz)
and higher amplitude in the low-frequency range of the
N20 component in patients with schizophrenia than con-
trols. A few early studies using EEG to examine basic
somatosensory responses provided evidence of abnormal
somatosensory activity in patients with schizophrenia. As
examples, Shagass and colleagues (Shagass et al. 1978)
observed an abnormal topography of later somatosensory
responses in patients with schizophrenia (Shagass et al.
1978), and they also used somatosensory, visual, and
auditory evoked potentials to discriminate between psy-
chiatric groups (Shagass et al. 1985). With limited spatial
information from these previous neuroimaging studies,
however, it is difﬁcult to develop a model of somatosen-
sory dysfunction in schizophrenia that can be used to guide
the development of treatments to reduce somatosensory-
related cognitive deﬁcits and to improve quality of life for
these individuals.
Cognitive deﬁcits in schizophrenia are most apparent in
laboratory or real-life situations that place a burden on
attentional resources. For example, cognitive deﬁcits are
accentuated when information must be processed rapidly,
especially in the presence of distracting events, or when an
activity involves high processing loads and multi-tasking
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impairments have been assessed primarily in the auditory
system and to a lesser extent in the visual system by
studying neuronal responses, such as the auditory P50 and
N100 components of the event-related brain potential
(ERP), the auditory M50 and M100 event-related ﬁeld
(ERF), mismatch negativity (MMN), and the P300 ERP.
Loudness dependence of auditory evoked potentials
(LDAEP) has also been studied in schizophrenia as an
indicator of brain serotonin system’s activity. It was found
that patients with schizophrenia showed weaker LDAEP
(indicating high serotonergic activity) than healthy controls
(Juckel et al. 2003, 2004, 2008; Gudlowski et al. 2009).
Examining early activity within the auditory system,
many studies have observed encoding abnormalities in
individuals with schizophrenia (Clementz and Blumenfeld
2001; Johannesen et al. 2005; Brockhaus-Dumke et al.
2008; Edgar et al. 2008; Turetsky et al. 2008). An inability
to enhance or facilitate responses to deviant, novel, or
salient stimuli has also been observed. The mismatch
response, ﬁrst described by Na ¨a ¨ta ¨nen and colleagues (Na-
atanen et al. 1987; Naatanen and Alho 1997; Naatanen
2001, 2003), provides a measure of the pre-attentive
detection of a difference in the attributes of an infrequently
presented ‘‘deviant’’ stimulus compared to the properties
represented in the memory trace of frequently presented
‘‘standard’’ stimuli. The MMN and magnetic mismatch
ﬁeld (MMF) response can be obtained using visual, haptic,
and auditory stimuli. A MMN is usually seen in the dif-
ference ERP wave between the standard and deviant con-
ditions of an oddball paradigm, peaking at 120–250 ms
post-stimulus latency, depending on the stimulus modality
and the presentation parameters (Giese-Davis et al. 1993;
Naatanen and Alho 1995; Naatanen 1995; Alho 1995; Lang
et al. 1995; Fernandes et al. 1999; Valkonen-Korhonen
et al. 2003). Studies have reported attenuated MMN
(hypoactivation) in previously medicated or chronic
schizophrenia patients (Shelley et al. 1991; Javitt et al.
1993; Catts et al. 1995; Javitt et al. 1995; Matsuoka et al.
1996; Oades et al. 1997; Alain et al. 1998; Umbricht et al.
1998; Kasai et al. 1999; Kreitschmann-Andermahr et al.
1999; Kreitschmann-Andermahr et al. 2001; Pekkonen
et al. 2002; Park et al. 2002; Shinozaki et al. 2002; Light
and Braff 2005). MMN hypoactivity was also reported in
unmedicated patients (Catts et al. 1995) and has typically
been localized to the superior temporal lobe (Thonnessen
et al. 2008).
Auditory, and to less extent visual, oddball paradigms
have also revealed a reduction in individuals with schizo-
phrenia of the P300 component, a response related to
attention to important environmental stimuli (Pritchard
1986; Pfefferbaum et al. 1989; Ford et al. 1992; Polich
and Kok 1995; Jeon and Polich 2001, 2003). P300
hypoactivation is a reliable, widely used electrophysio-
logical measure of cognitive disturbance in schizophrenia
(Friedman 1991; Higashima et al. 1998; Mathalon et al.
2000; Bramon et al. 2004). For example, Wang et al.
(2003) reported a frontal–parietal–temporal network that
showed strong activation in healthy controls but this net-
work was only ‘‘faintly’’ activated in individuals with
schizophrenia. A reduced P300 is also accompanied by
poor performance on tests of auditory and visual attention.
This P300 deﬁcit has been attributed to a variety of
mechanisms including: (1) a failure in early auditory pro-
cessing, (2) a deﬁcit in sensory memory trace formation,
(3) abnormalities in deviance detection processes, or (4)
problems in attention (Shean and Faia 1975; Ikebuchi et al.
1996; Carter et al. 1997; Kasai et al. 1999; Valkonen-
Korhonen et al. 2003).
Reduced MMN/MMF and P300 in schizophrenia are
thought to be related to disconnections in frontal–temporal
and frontal–parietal neuronal networks that support atten-
tion and working memory. The implications of these cog-
nitive deﬁcits for real-world function, quality of life, and
clinical management are beginning to receive considerable
attention as a matter of both scientiﬁc priority and public
policy (Green et al. 2004). A key issue not addressed is
whether impairments related to the burden on attentional
resources are limited to the auditory system or are observed
in multiple sensory systems.
The main goals of this study were to identify networks
that support somatosensory attention in healthy adults and
to determine whether these networks are dysfunctional in
schizophrenia. If so, it was predicted that patients with
schizophrenia would show abnormal activation at both
early and later latencies in the somatosensory system, as
has been found with P50/N100, M50/M100, MMN, and
P300 in the auditory system. Moreover, if attention-related
somatosensory deﬁcits in schizophrenia are partially due to
abnormal function of a supramodal attention and working-
memory network, activation of the frontal–parietal–tem-
poral network should be diminished in patients relative to
healthy controls. The high temporal (\1 millisecond) and
spatial (several millimeters) resolution of MEG make it a
powerful tool for studying neural mechanisms of somato-
sensory processing and thus for identifying abnormalities
in attention-related somatosensory processing.
Materials and Methods
Schizophrenia Patients and Healthy Control
Participants
Seventeen patients with chronic schizophrenia (age =
42.5 ± 11.8 years; 11 males; 15 right-handed) and 19
84 Brain Topogr (2010) 23:82–104
123age-matched healthy controls (age = 38.8 ± 11.5 years;
13 males; 16 righted-handed) participated in this study.
Groups did not differ in age (t = 0.96, P = 0.34, df = 34).
Healthy control subjects met the following criteria: (1) no
history of psychiatric dysfunction and no alcohol abuse or
other substance abuse in the three months prior to entry
into the study as determined by the DSM-IV SCID-NP; (2)
no family history of a psychotic disorder in ﬁrst-degree
relatives as assessed by FH-RDC diagnostic interview; (3)
no history of head injury with loss of consciousness for
more than ﬁve minutes; (4) age 18–65; and (5) capacity to
sign the Informed Consent. Patients with schizophrenia met
the following selection criteria: (1) diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia determined by the SCID-Patient Edition; (2) con-
tinuous treatment with the same antipsychotic medications
for at least three months; (3) no history of alcohol abuse or
other substance abuse in the three months prior to entry
into the study; (4) no history of head injury with loss of
consciousness for more than ﬁve minutes; (5) no mood
stabilizing agents; (6) no psychiatric hospitalization in the
last three months; (7) age 18–65; and (8) signed Informed
Consent. The mean (± SD) duration of illness was
21.9 ± 9.1 years. Patients were receiving stable therapeu-
tic doses of antipsychotics (1 on haloperidol, 2 on cloza-
pine, 2 on olanzapine, 2 on aripiprazole, 2 on risperidone, 2
on quetiapine, 2 on ﬂuoxentine, 1 on ﬂuphenazine, 2 on
both ziprasidone and ﬂuoxentine, 1 on ziprasidone, que-
tiapine, and ﬂuoxentine). Patients were assessed with the
PANSS, and the symptom scores (mean ± SD) were
14.2 ± 4.5 for PANSS Positive Scale, 13.8 ± 5.1 for
PANSS Negative Scale, 30.4 ± 7.1 for PANSS general
scale, and 58.3 ± 14.5 for PANSS total score.
Median-Nerve Oddball Task
Subjects performed an oddball task developed in our lab
(Huang et al. 2005). During the task, painless electrical
stimuli were presented to right or left median nerves via
electrode pairs taped to each wrist with electrode separa-
tion of 2 cm. The stimuli were square-wave pulses
(0.25 ms duration) generated by a bipolar GRASS
TM
stimulator. The intensity of the stimulation was adjusted
until robust thumb twitches were obtained. A trigger from
the stimulator, simultaneous with the stimulus, was sent to
the MEG acquisition system for signal averaging.
Stimuli were presented in series of 4 blocks. Blocks 1
and 3 were the same, as were Blocks 2 and 4. A diagram of
the organization of Blocks 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 1.I n
Blocks 1 and 3, 15% of the stimuli were delivered to the
right wrist and 85% to the left wrist. Subjects were
instructed to attend to and count silently the rare stimuli to
the right wrist while ignoring the frequent stimuli to the left
wrist. In Blocks 2 and 4, 85% of the stimuli were delivered
to the right wrist and 15% to the left wrist. Subjects were
instructed to attend to and count the rare stimuli on the left
wrist while ignoring the frequent stimuli to the right wrist.
The inter-stimulus interval was 1000 ms. After each block,
the number of rare stimuli counted by the subject was
recorded. After discarding trials with artifacts (e.g., eye
blinks, large eye movements), MEG trials from Blocks 1
and 3 were concatenated, as were the trials from Blocks 2
and 4. For each wrist, *150 trials of rare MEG responses
and *850 trials of frequent responses were averaged to
create two averaged ﬁles––one for rare and one for frequent
responses. Then for each side, the rare and frequent MEG
conditions were compared as indicated by arrows in Fig. 1.
The order of Blocks 1 and 2 (and accordingly Blocks 3 and
4) was randomized across subjects. This paradigm contrasts
with previous somatosensory oddball studies in which the
rare and frequent stimuli were presented as: (1) different
modalities (e.g., somatosensory and auditory, or somato-
sensory and visual), (2) the same somatosensory modality
but with different stimulation sites of the body, or (3) the
same stimulation site but with different stimulation inten-
sities (Desmedt and Tomberg 1989; Hari et al. 1990;
Yamaguchi and Knight 1991; Garcia-Larrea et al. 1995;
Kekoni et al. 1996; Mauguiere et al. 1997b; Mima et al.
1998; Fujiwara et al. 2002). Here, attention to rare stimuli
was not confounded by different stimulus modalities or
other stimulation parameters (e.g., site, intensity). Rather,
attention-related changes were directly assessed by sub-
tracting the frequent responses from the rare responses on
each side of the body (Fig. 1). Another advantage of this
design is that the task is easy to perform, and the accuracy of
counting the rare stimuli in patients with schizophrenia was
similar to that of the healthy controls (see ‘‘Results’’).
Right (rare) median nerve stimuli 15% 
Right (frequent) median nerve stimuli 85%
Left (frequent) median nerve stimuli 85% 
Left (rare) median nerve stimuli 15% 
Block 1: 
Block 2: 
Fig. 1 Median-nerve oddball paradigm. Block 1: 15% of the stimuli
were delivered to the right wrist and 85% to the left wrist. Subjects
were instructed to count silently the rare stimuli to the right wrist.
Block 2: the rare and frequent stimuli were reversed, and subjects
were instructed to silently count the rare stimuli to the left wrist. For
each side, oddball MEG signals were obtained by subtracting the
frequent responses from the rare responses across different blocks as
indicated by the arrows. Block 3 was identical to Block 1, and Block 4
was identical to Block 2
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and Co-registration
Brain responses were recorded by a VectorView
TM whole-
cortex MEG system from Elekta–Neuromag (Helsinki,
Finland) with 306 channels (204 planar gradiometers and
102 magnetometers). This system is located in an
enhanced, magnetically shielded room (IMEDCO-AG,
Switzerland) containing three layers of mu-metal, three
layers of aluminum coated with gold at the junctions, and
one layer of active compensation (Cohen et al. 2002). Two
pairs of EOG electrodes were used to detect eye blinks and
eye movements. Trials coincident with eye blinks and large
eye movements were excluded. During the 4-block
recording session, precautions were taken to ensure head
stability: Foam wedges were inserted between the subject’s
head and the inside of the unit, and a Velcro strap was
placed under the subject’s chin and anchored in superior
and posterior axes. For each epoch, an interval 500 ms
post-stimulus was selected for the averaged response from
the raw MEG data, and a 300 ms pre-stimulus interval was
used for noise estimation and baseline removal. The A/D
sampling rate was 1000 Hz, and the data were run through
a high-pass ﬁlter with 0.1 Hz cut-off, a low-pass ﬁlter with
330 Hz cut-off, and a notch ﬁlter (58–62 Hz) to remove
60 Hz power-line noise.
To enable MEG source modeling, 3D volumetric mag-
netic resonance images (MRI) were acquired with voxels
of 0.94 9 0.94 9 1.2 mm
3 on a GE 1.5T Excite HDx MRI
scanner (ver. 14 software release). The T1-weighted ana-
tomical dataset was acquired in the sagittal plane with a
3D-IRSPGR pulse sequence for an approximate total
imaging time of 8 minutes (TR = 6.5 ms, TE = 2.8 ms,
TI = 600 ms, ﬂip angle = 12, FOV = 24 cm, whole
brain coverage, slice thickness = 1.2 mm, 170 slices).
To co-register the MEG and MRI data, four small coils
were attached to each subject’s head during the preparation
phase of the MEG session. A Polhemus system was used to
digitize the location of the coils and three anatomical
landmarks (nasion, left and right preauricular). The coils
were activated brieﬂy by sinusoidal current at the begin-
ning and the end of the MEG session to specify the position
and orientation of the MEG sensors relative to the head. By
identifying the same anatomical landmarks on the subject’s
MR images, using Elekta-Neuromag software, a rigid-body
transformation matrix involving rotation and translation
between the MEG and the MRI coordinate systems was
generated to coregister the functional MEG data to the
anatomical structure. To increase the reliability of the
MEG–MRI coregistration, approximately 80 additional
points on the scalp were digitized with the Polhemus sys-
tem. Based on previous experience with this protocol and
in line with the review of Miller, Elbert, Sutton, and Heller
(Miller et al. 2007), the MEG–MRI co-registration error in
the present study was expected to be less than 3 mm.
Signal Space Separation and Correction of Head
Motion across Blocks during MEG
Although foam wedges and Velcro straps eliminate large
head movement during MEG recordings, small head
motion is still possible, typically between trial blocks. In
the present study, Signal Space Separation (SSS) was used
to ensure alignment of the head position across different
blocks. SSS (Turetsky et al. 2004) and its spatio-temporal
variant (Taulu and Simola 2006), part of the Elekta-Neu-
romag MEG system, are new, powerful methods for
removing external interference and sensor artifacts. SSS
also enables an effective head-movement correction
method comprised of disturbance removal followed by a
virtual signal calculation for the desired reference position
of the head (Cheour et al. 2004; Taulu et al. 2004a;
Turetsky et al. 2004b).
MEG Forward Modeling with Realistically-shaped
Head Model
To localize neuronal sources and obtain their time course,
one needs to solve the MEG forward and inverse problems.
In MEG forward models, the magnetic ﬁeld distribution at
sensors is calculated from a given source conﬁguration and
the conductivity distribution of different compartments of
the head. Typical head models assume that the head con-
tains several homogeneous layers (e.g. scalp, skull, and
brain). The present study used a realistically shaped
Boundary Element Method (BEM) MEG head model
(Hamalainen and Sarvas 1989; Ferguson et al. 1994; Schlitt
et al. 1995; Mosher et al. 1999; Gencer and Tanzer 1999;
Cufﬁn et al. 2001). With BEM, the conductivity within
each compartment of the head is assumed to be constant,
and surfaces of the compartments (e.g., scalp, outer-skull,
and inner-skull surfaces extracted from the 3D volumetric
MRI) are tessellated with *5000 small triangles per sur-
face (boundary elements); forward magnetic ﬁelds are
calculated using this realistically shaped head model
(Mosher et al. 1999).
MEG Source Imaging using VESTAL
Brain activations were obtained with Vector-based Spatial–
Temporal Analysis using L1-minimum-norm (VESTAL),
an advanced, high-resolution MEG source imaging method
recently developed (Huang et al. 2006) in MATLAB
(Mathworks Inc, MA) with the data input routine from
MNE software (http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/meg/).
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is used to enhance the stability of the reconstructed vector-
based L1-minimum norm solution. Because this approach
makes no additional assumptions about the temporal
dynamics of the sources, it can resolve sources that are
100% correlated. VESTAL also effectively obtains unbi-
ased source strength and dipole orientation, without itera-
tion or choosing a predetermined dipole orientation.
VESTAL has been tested extensively in computer simu-
lations and data from human MEG responses, and results
show that VESTAL provides high spatial stability and
continuous temporal dynamics, without compromising
high spatial or temporal resolution (Huang et al. 2006).
In the VESTAL approach, the T1-weighted images were
used for gray-white matter segmentation with Freesurfer
(Dale et al. 1999; Fischl et al. 2004) to obtain the high-
resolution cortical surface. Then, the cortical surface was
decimated into a grid of about 7000 nodes. This cortical
grid, plus about 1000 nodes for cerebellum, was used as the
source grid for VESTAL. With SSS, small head position
differences across the four blocks in the median-nerve
oddball task were eliminated, and a difference waveform
for each sensor was obtained by subtracting the trial-
averaged MEG responses evoked by (non-target) frequent
stimuli from those evoked by (target) rare stimuli. This
difference waveform is directly related to attention and was
the response analyzed by VESTAL. The interval of the
VESTAL analysis was from 300 ms pre-stimulus to
500 ms post-stimulus, with the -10 ms to ?10 ms interval
removed due to strong stimulus artifacts from the electric
stimulation. The result of the VESTAL analysis was a 2D
source time-course matrix with rows being the nodes in the
source space and columns being the time points (pre- and
post-stimulus interval).
Group Statistical Analysis of the VESTAL Solutions
Using the VESTAL solutions from each subject, two group-
wise statistical analyses were performed. The ﬁrst was a
within-group analysis (healthy control or schizophrenia
group) that assessed statistical signiﬁcance of post-stimulus
activity during certain latencies (intervals) relative to the
pre-stimulus baseline. The second was a between-group
analysis assessing differences between healthy control and
schizophrenia groups in the post-stimulus intervals.
A non-parametric cluster-based permutation test was
used to address the multiple-comparisons problem and to
control family-wise error across subjects in time and space.
This approach has been applied to MEG and EEG data
(Blair and Karniski 1993; Karniski et al. 1994; Galan et al.
1997; Kaiser et al. 2000; Achim 2001; Lutzenberger et al.
2002; Nichols and Holmes 2002; Barnes and Hillebrand
2003; Kaiser et al. 2003; Maris 2004; Chau et al. 2004;
Kaiser and Lutzenberger 2005; Pantazis et al. 2005; Kaiser
et al. 2006; Maris and Oostenveld 2007). The cluster-per-
mutation approach was used to control family-wise error
rate (FWER) and assess statistical signiﬁcance in space,
time, and across groups of subjects (Maris and Oostenveld
2007; Maris et al. 2007). The software for this statistical
tool is available at: http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/Fieldtrip.
Speciﬁcally, to perform within-group comparisons in the
healthy control subjects, VESTAL source time-courses
(source amplitudes changing with time) in the post-stimu-
lus interval were compared with the pre-stimulus baseline
interval using a one-sample t-test. To assess group differ-
ences between the healthy controls and schizophrenia
patients, a two-sample t-test was used to examine the pos-
stimulus VESTAL source activities.
The Fieldtrip cluster-based analysis identiﬁed t-value
clusters in space (source grid) and time simultaneously
with random permutation-based sampling. The minimum
numbers of neighboring cluster-bins in time and dipole
nodes are 2 and 4, respectively. Three thousand draws were
performed in the permutation test for both the within-group
(pre- and post-stimulus difference) and between-group
analysis. Before the group analyses, the VESTAL maps
from individual subjects were registered to an averaged
brain surface after applying a 10 mm spatial smoothing
step using Freesurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu),
to reduce effects of cross-subject variations in local anat-
omy and enhance sensitivity. An advantage of the VES-
TAL approach is its high degree of sparseness in the
functional activity images, with the majority ([85%) of
grid nodes showing essentially zero (\0.001 nAm) activ-
ity, thereby reducing the problem of multiple comparisons
in the spatial domain.
The FWER was controlled with the spatio-temporal
cluster of t-values with a Monte Carlo P-value less than
0.01 and 0.001 for assessing the post-stimulus versus pre-
stimulus difference within the healthy control subjects. For
the assessment of group differences between healthy con-
trol subjects and schizophrenia patients, the thresholds of
the FWER-corrected P-value were set at 0.05 and 0.01.
Three thousand draws were performed in the permutation
test for both the within group (pre- and post-stimulus dif-
ference) and between-group analyses.
To use Fieldtrip’s permutation random re-sampling
procedures to control FWER, it was necessary that the pre-
and post-intervals had the same number of time points.
With sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, the pre-stimulus
interval contained 290 time points and the post-stimulus
interval had 490 time points (to avoid the stimulus artifact
at 0 ms, the interval of ±10 ms around the stimulus was
excluded). The shorter pre-stimulus interval allowed the
brain responses to return to baseline. In the present study,
the existing pre-stimulus baseline of MEG sensor
Brain Topogr (2010) 23:82–104 87
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new pre-stimulus interval with 490 time-points. For every
subject, there was no signiﬁcant difference between the
newly formed pre-stimulus interval with 490 time points
and the original 290 time point interval for each MEG
channel.
Results
MEG Sensor Waveforms for Attention to Median-nerve
Oddball Stimuli
Accuracy in identifying the rare stimuli in healthy controls
was 97.5 ± 1.8% (mean ± SD). Figure 2a, e show the
trial-averaged MEG sensor waveforms evoked by the fre-
quent stimuli delivered to one representative healthy con-
trol subject’s right median-nerve. The MEG waveforms
from 204 gradiometer channels and 102 magnetometer
channels are superimposed in Fig. 2a, e, respectively. The
spike at 0 ms is the stimulus artifact. The ﬁrst and second
sharp peaks (indicated by arrows in Fig. 2a) at 20 ms and
30 ms with different polarities are the N20m and P30m
cortical components (the magnetic counterparts of the N20
and P30 in the ERP), which are generated mainly from
primary somatosensory cortex (Hari et al. 1993; Forss et al.
1994; Kawamura et al. 1996; Mauguiere et al. 1997a;
Mauguiere et al. 1997b; Jousmaki and Forss 1998; Forss
and Jousmaki 1998; Hari and Forss 1999; Huang et al.
2000; Huang et al. 2004a; Huang et al. 2006) and primary
motor cortex (Rosen and Asanuma 1972; Lemon and Porter
1976; Jones et al. 1978; Jones et al. 1979; Lemon and van
der Burg 1979; Asanuma et al. 1980; Lemon 1981;
Davidoff 1990; Baldissera and Leocani 1995; Kawamura
et al. 1996; Spiegel et al. 1999; Huang et al. 2000; Huang
et al. 2004b; Huang et al. 2006).
In Fig. 2b, f, MEG responses evoked by rare median-
nerve stimuli from the same subject are plotted. Compared
to the frequent condition, the signals in the rare condition
showed a marked increase in the amplitude of many
components. Because a major focus of the present study
was the location and temporal dynamics of the neuronal
sources that show attention-related changes, the waveforms
of the difference waveforms (i.e., responses evoked by rare
stimuli minus those evoked by frequent stimuli) are plotted
in Fig. 2c, g. These graphs show that the sharp N20m and
P30m are not present in the difference-waveform plot, a
strong indication that these components were unaltered by
attention.
The earliest attention-related response starts at *40 ms
and peaks at *75 and *150 ms, etc. as shown in Fig. 2c,
g. The rare minus frequent responses for the entire 500 ms
interval are shown in Figs. 2d, h for gradiometers and
magnetometers, respectively. Later peaks can be seen at
*220, *300, and *450 ms.
VESTAL Result for Rare-minus-frequent Different
Responses in Left Hemisphere due to Contralateral
Stimuli in Healthy Controls
The rare-minus-frequent difference waveforms from con-
trol subjects were analyzed using VESTAL. Figure 3a
displays snapshots of the group-averaged MEG activity
maps in the left hemisphere that were associated with the
difference response from the contralateral right median-
nerve oddball stimuli. The inﬂated brain surface from an
averaged brain obtained from Freesurfer software (Dale
et al. 1999; Fischl et al. 2004) was used to display the
neuronal activation in lateral, ventral, and medial views,
with the medial view oriented upside-down to preserve the
anterior–posterior orientation in all three views. The cere-
bellum is not displayed, as signiﬁcant activation was not
detected in this brain region.
The statistical threshold was set at P = 0.01 (adjusted
for FWER) to test within-group statistical signiﬁcance at
different post-stimulus latencies against the pre-stimulus
baseline. The latencies of the snapshots at *40, *80,
*140, *220, *300, and *450 ms were chosen at the
peak latencies of the sensor waveforms and to highlight the
attention-related early somatosensory responses and later
latencies that are consistent with the MMN and P300
components.
The VESTAL result based on the difference waveform
(rare-minus-frequent) did not show statistical signiﬁcance
for any latency less than 35 ms, compared with the pre-
stimulus baseline data. Since the N20m and P30m did not
change when evoked by rare and frequent median-nerve
stimuli, these two components did not contribute to the
attention-related difference activation. The earliest atten-
tion-related neuronal activation in the rare-minus-frequent
difference response was observed at *40 ms. At *40 ms,
primary somatosensory S1 (BA 3b, 1, 2), primary motor
M1 (BA 4), and dorsal pre-motor PMA (BA 6) areas
showed strong attention-related activation. Weaker acti-
vation was also seen in the dorsal aspect of posterior
parietal cortex (PPC)/superior parietal lobule (SPL) in
BA 7. (Through this subsection, strong activation is
deﬁned as P\0.001, and weaker activation is deﬁned as
0.001\P\0.01.)
Figure 3 shows that left-hemisphere activation at
*80 msextendedintothesecondarysomatosensoryareaS2
(BA 43 and anterior aspect of BA 40; white arrow), dorsal
and ventral PMA, supramarginal gyrus SMG/inferior pari-
etallobuleIPL (superiorand posterior aspectof BA40;dark
blue arrow), PPC/SPL, and ventral lateral pre-frontal cortex
(VLPFC; BA 45 and BA 47; cyan arrow). In addition, the
88 Brain Topogr (2010) 23:82–104
123ventral and medial views of the left hemisphere showed
activation in the medial aspect of the orbitofrontal cortex
(mOFC, BA 11; magenta arrow), medioventral temporal
lobe MVT (BA 28, 35, 36), temporal pole area TP (BA 38),
and the paracentral lobule PCL (BA 5).
At *140 ms, the typical latency for auditory MMN, the
most interesting ﬁndings were activation in dorsal lateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; BA 46, 9; red arrow) and PPC/
SPL (yellow arrow) of the left hemisphere. In addition,
activation in S1, S2, M1, dPMA, vPMA, SMG became
stronger at *140 ms than at *80 ms. The ventral and
medialviewsshowedthatthemOFCandtemporalpoleareas
remained active. The supplementary motor area (SMA) also
showed weak activation at this latency. At *220 ms,
attention-related activation was still seen in S1, S2, M1,
dPMA, PPC/SPL, DLPFC, mOFC, and TP areas. The pos-
terioraspectofthePPC/SPLalsoshowedstrongactivationat
this latency. In addition, the lateral view of the left hemi-
sphere began to show activation in the lateral temporal lobe
in superior temporal sulcus (STS, BA 21, 22). At *300 ms,
the typical latency for P300, activation was seen in S1, S2,
vPMA, mOFC, and PCL. The temporal pole and STS (green
arrow) areas showed strong activation. At this latency, the
left insula also showed strong activation, although the onset
ofinsulacortexactivationstartedearlier,at*140 ms.Inthe
snapshot of the latest examined activity, at *450 ms, the
most prominent activation was seen in the mOFC and ante-
rior cingulate cortex (ACC, BA 32). S1, S2, M1, vPMA,
STS, and TP areas also remained active, and insula cortex
showed activation at this latency as well.
The middle columns in Table 1 summarize attention-
related activation in the left hemisphere in response to
oddball stimuli delivered to the right (contralateral) median-
nerve in healthy controls. The sources are grouped into four
categories in the left column. Group 1 contains sources in
somatosensory and motor systems: S1, S2, M1, dPMA,
vPMA, PCL, SMA and insula. Group 2 contains sources in
the posterior parietal lobe: SMG/IPL, dPPC/SPL, and
Fig. 2 MEG sensor waveforms from 204 gradiometer channels (102
pairs of co-located orthogonal pairs; top row) and 102 magnetometer
channels (bottom row) in a representative healthy control participant
evoked by right median-nerve oddball stimuli averaged over
‘‘frequent’’ and ‘‘rare’’ trials. a Gradiometer waveforms for the ﬁrst
200 ms interval evoked by frequent stimuli. The two arrows indicate
the sharp N20m and P30m components. b Gradiometer waveforms for
rare stimuli. Note the marked increase in averaged signal amplitude. c
Gradiometer waveforms of rare minus frequent oddball responses. d
Same as c, but for the whole 500 ms interval. The bottom row
displays magnetometer waveforms for the frequent (e), rare (f), rare
minus frequent responses for the ﬁrst 200 ms (g), and for the whole
500 ms interval (h), respectively
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123posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). Group 3 contains pre-
frontal lobe sources: DLPFC, VLPFC, mOFC, and ACC.
Group4containstemporallobesources:TP,MVT,andSTS.
Attention-related Activations in Left Hemisphere
due to Ipsilateral Stimuli in Healthy Controls
Figure 3bshowsleft-hemisphereactivationoftheipsilateral
(left) median-nerve stimulation difference-response. Com-
paring Fig. 3b with a, it appears that the activation in many
areas (e.g., S1, S2, DLPFC, SMG/IPL, TP, mOFC, etc.)
evoked by ipsilateral stimuli were weak and delayed by at
least 60 ms compared to the activation observed to contra-
lateral stimuli. The right columns of Table 1 summarize the
most common left-hemisphere ipsilateral sources.
Attention-related Activations in Right Hemisphere due
to Contralateral Stimuli in Healthy Controls
Figure 3c and Table 2 (middle columns) show the activa-
tion in the right hemisphere to contralateral (left) median-
nerve stimulation in control subjects. In general, sources in
the right hemisphere and their latencies were very similar
to those in the left hemisphere for contralateral stimuli
sources (Fig. 3a). One notable difference was the strong
activation in posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) at *300 ms
in the right hemisphere (medial view of Fig. 3c). The right
ACC also showed strong activation at *130 ms that was
not seen in left ACC at that latency. Another difference is
the activation in angular gyrus (AG, BA 39) at *220 ms.
The DLPFC and VLPFC activity in the right hemisphere
appears to be weaker than that in the left hemisphere, but
their latencies are similar.
Attention-related Activations in Right Hemisphere due
to Ipsilateral Stimuli in Healthy Controls
Figure 3d and Table 2 (right columns) show activation in
the right hemisphere evoked by ipsilateral (right) median-
nerve stimulation. Compared with the sources in the left
hemisphere also with ipsilateral stimuli (Fig. 3b), the TP,
MVT, mOFC, and STS showed very similar activations
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Fig. 3 Attention-related brain
activations (rare minus frequent
responses) in the control group
derived from the VESTAL
method. a Left-hemisphere
activation, evoked by
contralateral median-nerve
stimulation of the right arm.
b Left-hemisphere activation,
evoked by ipsilateral
stimulation of the left arm.
c Right-hemisphere activation,
evoked by contralateral
stimulation of the left arm.
d Right-hemisphere activation,
evoked by ipsilateral
stimulation of the right arm.
FWER was controlled at
P = .01 level
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123across both hemispheres. In contrast, the most notable
differences between the hemispheres were the lack of
signiﬁcant activation in right S2, DLPFC, and PPC/SPL
across all latencies in the entire post-stimulus interval. The
right SMA showed strong activation at *140 and
*300 ms, whereas the left SMA was not signiﬁcantly
activated by ipsilateral median-nerve stimulation at these
latencies (although right SMA showed weaker and later
activation around *450 ms).
Abnormal Attention-related Activations in Left
Hemisphere due to Contralateral Stimuli
in Schizophrenia Versus Controls
With the neuronal sources and their temporal dynamics
mapped out above for healthy control subjects, the abnor-
malities in schizophrenia patients when processing atten-
tion-related information during the median-nerve oddball
taskcanbeexamined.Theschizophreniapatientsperformed
the task similarly to the healthy control subjects, with an
accuracy of 96.1 ± 2.5% (mean ± SD). Figure 4a displays
snapshots of the left-hemisphere between-group difference
in MEG activity maps for the rare-frequent difference
response from contralateral right median-nerve stimulation.
The statistical threshold was set at P = 0.05 to examine
group differences (this threshold was not as conservative as
the P = 0.01 used in assessing the post-stimulus activation
over pre-stimulus baseline within healthy participants, as
between-group variance was expected to be larger than the
within-group pre- to post-stimulus variability).
The lateral view of the left hemisphere at *40 ms
(Fig. 4a) shows that the schizophrenia group exhibited more
activation than the control group in S1 but hypoactivation in
M1, dPMA, and PPC/SPL. At *80 ms, hypoactivation in
the schizophrenia group was again found in M1, dPMA,
vPMA, VLPFC, PPC/SPL, dorsal aspect of S1, mOFC,
MVT, TP, and PCL. In addition, hyperactivation in the
schizophrenia group was found in S1 and the ventral aspect
of orbitofrontal cortex (vOFC). At *140 ms, the typical
latency of the MMN, the schizophrenia group showed hyp-
oactivation in DLPFC, S1, S2, M1, dPMA, vPMA, SMA,
PPC/SPL, and mOFC. In contrast, the vOFC and SMG/IPL
showedhyperactivationintheschizophreniagroup.Later,at
*220 ms, whereas hypoactivation in the schizophrenia
group was seen in S1, S2, M1, dPMA, PPC/SPL, DLPFC,
and mOFC areas, hyperactivation was found in frontal pole
Table 1 Neuronal sources in the left hemisphere evoked by oddball stimuli delivered to the contralateral and ipsilateral median-nerves in
healthy controls
Contralateral stimuli Ipsilateral stimuli
Source\latency (ms) 40 80 140 220 300 450 40 80 140 220 300 450
S1 (BA 3b, 1, 2) *** *** *** *** *** *** ** *** ** ***
S2 (BA43, 40) *** *** *** *** ** *** *** ***
M1 (BA 4) *** *** *** *** ** *** ** **
DPMA (BA 6) *** *** *** ***
vPMA (BA 6) *** *** *** ** **
PCL (BA 5) *** ***
SMA (BA 6) ** **
Insula ** ** *** *** ***
SMG/IPL (BA 40) *** ***
AG (BA 39)
PPC/SPL (BA 7) ** *** *** *** *** **
PCC (BA 31)
DLPFC (BA 46, 9) *** *** *** *** ***
VLPFC (BA 45, 47) ***
mOFC (BA 11) *** *** *** *** *** ** *** *** ***
dACC (BA 32) ***
TP (BA 38) *** *** ** *** *** *** ***
MVT (BA28, 35, 36) *** *** ** *** ***
STS (BA 21) ** *** *** ** ** ***
S1 primary somatosensory area, S2 secondary somatosensory area, M1 primary motor area, dPMA and vPMA dorsal and ventral pre-motor area,
PCL paracentral lobule, SMA supplemental motor area, SMG/IPL supramarginal gyrus/inferior parietal lobule, AG angular gyrus, PPC posterior
parietal cortex, PCC posterior cingulate cortex, DLPFC (VLPFC) dorsal (ventral) prefrontal cortex, mOFC medial orbitofrontal cortex, dACC
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, TP temporal pole, MVT medial ventral temporal area, STS superior temporal sulcus
** and *** indicate P\.01, and P\.001, respectively
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123(FP, BA 10), TP, and left hippocampus. At *300 ms, the
typicallatencyfortheP300,theschizophreniagroupshowed
hypoactivation in S1, S2, vPMA, PCL, STS, mOFC, insula,
and the ventral aspect of TP but hyperactivation in AG and
FP. At *450 ms, whereas S2, M1, mOFC, and the anterior
aspect of insula showed hypoactivation in people with
schizophrenia, vOFC, STS, posterior aspect of insula, ante-
rior ventral temporal lobe (BA 22), and TP showed hyper-
activations. The ACC showed some interesting activity
patterns: whereas the control group showed more activation
than the schizophrenia group in dorsal ACC, the schizo-
phrenia group showed more activation than controls in ros-
tralandventralACC.Theaboveresultsarealsosummarized
in the middle columns of Table 3 for the most commonly
activated sources.
Abnormal Attention-related Activations in Left
Hemisphere due to Ipsilateral Stimuli in Schizophrenia
Versus Controls
Figure 4b and the right columns of Table 3 show group
differences in left hemisphere attention-related (rare-fre-
quent difference) activation evoked by the ipsilateral
median-nerve stimulation. At *40 and *80 ms, the only
group difference was hyperactivation in the TP area in the
schizophrenia group. At later latencies, the schizophrenia
group showed persistent hypoactivation in S1, S2, DLPFC,
and MVT areas but hyperactivation in vACC and mOFC.
The SPL and STS areas in the patient group exhibited
hypoactivation at *220 ms and at *450 ms, respectively,
and the vPMA showed hyperactivation at *140 ms. The
left TP areas in the patient group showed early (*40–
220 ms) hyper- but later (*300–450 ms) hypoactivation.
Abnormal Attention-related Activations in Right
Hemisphere due to Contralateral Stimuli in
Schizophrenia Versus Controls
Figure 4c and the middle columns of Table 4 show group
differences in right-hemisphere attention-related (rare-fre-
quent difference) activation evoked by contralateral (left)
median-nerve stimulation. The overall patterns of hypo-
and hyperactivation in the right-hemisphere evoked by
contralateral stimuli were similar to those in the left
hemisphere (Fig. 4a). At *40 ms, the schizophrenia group
showed hyperactivation in S1, M1, and vPMA, but hypo-
activation in dPMA. At *80 ms, the schizophrenia group
showed hypoactivation in S1, S2, M1, dPMA, SMG/ILP,
PPC/SPL, VLPFC, and mOFC but hyperactivation in PCL.
A medial aspect of MVT showed hypoactivation, whereas
a more lateral aspect of the same area showed hyperacti-
vation. At *140 ms, the schizophrenia group showed
Table 2 Neuronal sources in the right hemisphere evoked by oddball stimuli delivered to the contralateral and ipsilateral median-nerves in
healthy controls
Contralateral stimuli Ipsilateral stimuli
Source\latency (ms) 40 80 140 220 300 450 40 80 140 220 300 450
S1 (BA 3b, 1, 2) *** *** *** *** *** *** *** **
S2 (BA 43, 40) *** *** **
M1 (BA 4) *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
dPMA (BA 6) *** *** ** *** **
vPMA (BA 6) *** ** *** *** **
PCL (BA 5) *** ***
SMA (BA 6) ** *** *** ***
Insula *** ***
SMG/IPL (BA 40) *** *** *** *** ** **
AG (BA 39) ***
PPC/SPL (BA 7) *** ***
PCC (BA 31) *** *** **
DLPFC (BA 46, 9) *** **
VLPFC (BA 45, 47) ** ***
mOFC (BA 11) ** *** *** ***
dACC (BA 32) *** *** *** **
TP (BA 38) *** ** *** *** *** *** ***
MVT (BA28, 35, 36) *** *** *** *** ***
STS (BA 21) ** ***
The symbols are the same as in Table 1
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123hypoactivation in S2, M1, and DLPFC but hyperactivation
in PCL, TP, and MVT. At *220 ms, the schizophrenia
group showed hypoactivation in S1, M1, vPMA, AG,
DLPFC, and MVT, but hyperactivation in TP. At
*300 ms, the schizophrenia group showed hypoactivation
in S2, M1, SMA, PCC, dACC, MVT, and insula but hy-
peractivation in VLPFC, vACC, and MVT. The lateral
aspect of the TP showed hypoactivation, whereas the
medial aspect of the same area showed hype-activation. At
*450 ms, the schizophrenia group showed hypoactivation
in S2, M1, PCC, VLPFC, mOFC, FP, dACC, and insula but
hyperactivation in VLPFC, vACC, and MVT. The TP still
showed mixed activation, similar to *300 ms.
Abnormal Attention-related Activations in Right
Hemisphere due to Ipsilateral Stimuli in Schizophrenia
Versus Controls
Finally, for Fig. 4d the columns of Table 4 show group
differences in the right-hemisphere attention-related
activation evoked by the ipsilateral (right) median-nerve
stimulation. Whereas the MVT showed hyperactivation at
*40 and *80 ms in the schizophrenia group, the dPMA
showed hypoactivation at *80 ms. At *140 ms, the
schizophrenia group showed hypoactivation in SMA,
mOFC, and TP but hyperactivation in VLPFC and MVT.
At *220 ms, the schizophrenia group showed hypoacti-
vation in VLPFC, mOFC, and MVT. At *300 ms, hyp-
oactivation was observed in dPMA, SMA, TP, and STS in
the schizophrenia group, whereas mOFC, MVT, and
insula exhibited hypoactivation. At *450 ms, the
schizophrenia group exhibited hypoactivation in M1 and
TP, whereas hyperactivation was seen in mOFC, FP,
vACC, and MVT.
Activation maps for within-schizophrenia-group post-
stimulus versus pre-stimulus comparison would be redun-
dant and are not shown. Instead, both the pre- and
post-stimulus activation maps in healthy controls and the
maps that showed group differences between healthy
controls and schizophrenia patients have been presented.
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Fig. 4 Group differences in
attention-related brain
activation (rare minus frequent
responses). a Left-hemisphere
group differences in activation,
evoked by contralateral (right
arm) median-nerve stimulation.
b Left-hemisphere group
differences in activation,
evoked by ipsilateral
stimulation (left arm). c Right-
hemisphere group differences in
activation, evoked by
contralateral stimulation (left
arm). d Right-hemisphere group
differences in activation,
evoked by ipsilateral
stimulation (right arm). FWER
is controlled at P = .05 level.
The red-yellow color indicates
statistically stronger activation
in the control group than in the
patient group (hypo-activation
for the patients), whereas the
blue-cyan color indicates
stronger activation in the patient
than control group (hyper-
activation for the patients)
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123The activation maps in schizophrenia patients can be
readily inferred from the two maps that provided.
Discussion
ThemajorﬁndingsinthepresentMEGstudycanbegrouped
into two categories. The ﬁrst category involves the neuronal
networks activated by the attention-related somatosensory
task using median-nerve oddball stimuli in healthy subjects.
The second category involves the deﬁcits related to these
neuronal networks in individuals with schizophrenia. In
healthy control subjects, MEG results obtained from
the VESTAL high-resolution imaging approach (Fig. 3;
Tables 1, 2) showed that two major networks were acti-
vated:(1)asensorimotornetworkand(2)afrontal–parietal–
temporal attention network. The former is modality-speciﬁc
to somatosensory stimulation, whereas, as discussed below,
the latter is likely modality-independent. The MEG results
showed that all cortical areas in the sensorimotor network,
namely S1, S2, M1, dorsal pre-motor area (dPMA), ventral
pre-motor area (vPMA), supplementary motor area (SMA),
and paracentral lobule (PCL), were sensitive to attention to
somatosensory stimulation but at different times. The high
temporal resolution of MEG also showed that the earliest
attention-related responses started at *40 ms; the strong
earlier N20m and P30m components at *20–30 ms,
respectively, were not sensitive to attention modulation, a
ﬁnding consistent with previous EEG and MEG ﬁndings
(Waberski et al. 2002; Huang et al. 2005). Since these very
early components (particularly N20m) are evoked through
direct projections from thalamus to S1 and M1 areas, their
lack of attention-related activation is consistent with the
theory that the attention modulation is from the prefrontal
lobe (Gazzaley and D’Esposito 2008), not directly from the
thalamus.
Attention-related Activations of Sensorimotor Network
in Healthy Controls
MEG results also showed that, within the sensorimotor
network, attention-related activations in S1, M1, and dPMA
preceded activation in other cortical areas (i.e., S2, vPMA,
PCL, SMA, and insula), indicating attention-related
Table 3 Left hemisphere group differences to stimuli delivered to the contralateral and ipsilateral median-nerves
Source/latency (ms) Contralateral stimuli Ipsilateral stimuli
40 80 140 220 300 450 40 80 140 220 300 450
S1 (BA 3b, 1, 2) :: ? ;; ;; ;; ;; ;;
S2 (BA 43, 40) ;; ;; ;; ; ;; ;; ;;
M1 (BA 4) ;; ;; ;; ;; ;;
dPMA (BA 6) ;; ;; ;; ;;
vPMA (BA 6) ;; ;; ;; ::
PCL (BA 5) ;; ;;
SMA (BA 6) ;;
Insula ;; ? ;;
SMG/IPL (BA 40) ::
AG (BA 39) :: :
PPC/SPL (BA 7) ;; ; ; ;; ;; ; ;
PCC (BA 31)
DLPFC (BA 46, 9) ;; ;; ; ;; ;; ;;
VLPFC (BA 45, 47) ;;
mOFC (BA 11) ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ? :: ::
vOFC (BA 11, 47) :: :: ::
FP (BA 10) :: :: ::
dACC (BA 32) ;;
vACC (BA 32) :: : :: ::
TP (BA 38) ? :: ? :: :: :: :: : ;; ;;
MVT (BA28, 35, 36) ;; ;; ;;
STS (BA 21) ;; :: ;;
The ; and ;; indicate that the schizophrenia group had less (hypo-) activation than the control group with P\.05 and P\.01, respectively. The
: and :: indicate that the schizophrenia group has more (hyper-) activation than the control group with P\.05 and P\.01, respectively.
The ‘‘?’’ indicates that one aspect of the area shows hyper-activation whereas the other aspect of the same area shows hypo-activation
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123information processing from primary to secondary sensori-
motor areas. In addition, activation in the somatosensory-
motor network evoked by stimuli delivered to the contra-
lateralwristwerestrongerinamplitudeandearlierinlatency
than those evoked by ipsilateral stimuli, indicating a
sequence of activation from the contralateral to ipsilateral
hemisphere. The attention-related activation in S1, S2, M1,
and PMA obtained from VESTAL in the present study is
consistent with previous results using a multiple-dipole-ﬁt
approach (Huang et al. 2005). Similarly, attention-related
activationtosomatosensorystimulationhasbeenreportedin
S2 (Mima et al. 1998; Backes et al. 2000; Waberski et al.
2002) and S1 (Waberski et al. 2002). The sequence of sen-
sorimotor activation in the present study, however, lends
support to the concept of a sequential somatosensory path-
way from S1 via S2 to insula (Mishkin 1979; Friedman et al.
1986).
Attention-related Activations of Posterior Parietal
Areas in Healthy Controls
Control subjects also showed activation in a distributed
frontal–parietal–temporal network when attending to
somatosensory stimuli. The key areas in the posterior
parietal lobe were supramarginal gyrus/inferior parietal
lobule (SMG/IPL), dorsal posterior parietal cortex/superior
parietal lobule (dPPC/SPL), and angular gyrus (AG) (albeit
only brieﬂy). The locations of these activations are con-
sistent with ERP and fMRI studies using auditory or visual
oddball tasks. ERP studies using scalp, intracranial, or
depth recordings with auditory or visual oddball paradigms
showed activation in multiple parietal regions, including
bilateral posterior parietal areas (Halgren et al. 1995a;
Turetsky et al. 1998; He et al. 2001; Turetsky et al. 2004),
the lateral and inferior parietal cortex (Smith et al. 1990;
Anderer et al. 1998; Halgren et al. 1998), and the parietal-
occipital junction (Kiss et al. 1989; Anderer et al. 1998;
Wang et al. 2003). Activation in the SMG/IPL has also
been consistently reported in fMRI studies using auditory
and visual oddball tasks (McCarthy et al. 1997; Menon
et al. 1997; Linden et al. 1999; Yoshiura et al. 1999; Clark
et al. 2000; Stevens et al. 2000; Kiehl and Liddle 2001;
Ardekani et al. 2002). Despite this consistency in source
location, the latencies of parietal activation in the present
study (i.e., onset latencies at *40 or 80 ms for SMG/IPL
and dPPC/SPL) were markedly earlier than those seen in
ERP studies of the P300 component in the context of
auditory and visual oddball tasks. The earlier posterior
Table 4 Group differences in the right hemisphere evoked by stimuli delivered to the contralateral and ipsilateral median-nerves
Contralateral stimuli Ipsilateral stimuli
Source/latency (ms) 40 80 140 220 300 450 40 80 140 220 300 450
S1 (BA 3b, 1, 2) :: ;; ;
S2 (BA 43, 40) ;; ;; ; ;;
M1 (BA 4) :: ;; ;; ;; ; ;; ;;
dPMA (BA 6) ;; ;; ;; ;;
vPMA (BA 6) :: ;;
PCL (BA 5) :: :
SMA (BA 6) ;; ;; ;;
Insula ;; ;; :
SMG/IPL (BA 40) ;;
AG (BA 39) ;;
PPC/SPL (BA 7) ;;
PCC (BA 31) ;; ;;
DLPFC (BA 46, 9) ;; ;
VLPFC (BA 45, 47) ;; :: :: :: ;;
mOFC (BA 11) ; ; ;; ; : ::
vOFC (BA 11, 47)
FP (BA 10) ;; ::
dACC (BA 32) ;; ;; ;;
vACC (BA 32) :: :: ::
TP (BA 38) :: :: ?? ;; ;; ;;
MVT (BA28, 35, 36) ? : ;; :: :: :: :: : ;; :: ::
STS (BA 21) ;;
The symbols are the same as in Table 3
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123parietal activation for somatosensory oddball task versus
auditory and visual oddball stimuli might be partly
explained by the fact that these parietal regions (BA 7 for
dPPC/SPL and BA 40 for SMG/IPL) are anatomically
adjacent to primary somatosensory areas (BA 1 and 2) and
secondary somatosensory areas (BA 43 and anterior aspect
of BA 40). Another contribution to the increased latency of
the effects in auditory and visual oddball tasks compared to
somatosensory parietal oddball activation is due to the long
processing time in auditory and visual cortices (e.g. 50 ms
and 80 ms) compared to somatosensory cortex (20 ms).
Present results also showed that activation in posterior
parietal areas evoked by contralateral median-nerve stimuli
was markedly earlier (at least 60 ms) than that evoked by
ipsilateral stimuli. In some posterior parietal regions, the
activation evoked by ipsilateral stimuli either did not reach
a statistically signiﬁcant level (e.g. left SMG/IPL and right
dPPC/SPL) or was greatly reduced (e.g., left SMG/IPL)
compared with the same parietal sources evoked by con-
tralateral stimuli.
Attention-related Activations of Prefrontal Areas
in Healthy Controls
In frontal lobe structures, the key areas showing reliable
attention-related activation during the median-nerve oddball
taskwereDLPFC,VLPFC,themedialaspectofOFC,andthe
dorsal aspect of anterior ACC. The locations of this frontal
activity are consistent with ﬁndings from ERP and fMRI
auditory or visual oddball studies. Speciﬁcally, activation in
DLPFC, ACC, and OFC has been consistently reported in
scalp orintracranialP300studies (Simsonetal. 1976; Snyder
et al. 1980; Yingling and Hosobuchi 1984; McCarthy and
Wood 1987; Smith et al. 1990; Neshige and Luders 1992;
Baudenaetal.1995;Andereretal.1998;Turetskyetal.1998;
Halgrenetal.1998;Wangetal.2003;Turetskyetal.2004).In
addition, activation in DLPFC and middle frontal gyrus
(MFG)andACChasfrequentlybeenreportedinfMRIstudies
usingauditoryandvisualoddballtasks(McCarthyetal.1997;
Menon et al. 1997;L i n d e ne ta l .1999;Y o s h i u r ae ta l .1999;
Clark et al. 2000; Stevens et al. 2000; Kiehl and Liddle 2001;
Ardekani et al. 2002). Similar to the posterior parietal acti-
vation,theonsetoffrontalactivationinthepresentstudy(e.g.,
onset *80 ms for VLPFC and *140 ms for DLPFC) was
also markedly earlier than those seen in previous ERP P300
studies using auditory and visual oddball tasks, indicating
modality-speciﬁc differences.
Attention-related Activations of Temporal Areas
in Healthy Controls
In the temporal lobe, the key areas activated were temporal
pole (TP), medioventral temporal lobe (MVT), superior
temporal sulcus (STS), and hippocampus. These results are
highly consistent with the temporal lobe activation
observed in many scalp or intracranial ERP auditory or
visual P300 studies (Halgren et al. 1980; Stapleton and
Halgren 1987; Lovrich et al. 1988; Kiss et al. 1989; Knight
et al. 1989; Neshige and Luders 1992; O’Donnell et al.
1993; Tarkka et al. 1995; Halgren et al. 1995a, b, 1998;
Hegerl and Frodl-Bauch 1997; Wang et al. 2003). These
temporal lobe activations, particularly the ventral temporal
regions, are usually not observed in fMRI studies during
auditory and visual oddball tasks, likely the result of large
susceptibility artifacts in that region. Although there has
been debate whether MEG can reliably localize signal from
hippocampus, compelling evidence that this can be done is
available. Hippocampal activations have been reported in
MEG studies using dSPM (Dale et al. 2000) and spatial–
temporal multiple dipole modeling techniques (Hanlon
et al. 2003). Our MEG system with a combination of
gradiometer (sensitive to cortical activations) and magne-
tometers (sensitive to both cortical and sub-cortical acti-
vations) may also have contributed to our observation of
signals from hippocampus.
Attention Deﬁcits of Sensorimotor Network
in Schizophrenia
Schizophrenic patients exhibited abnormalities in both the
sensorimotor and the frontal–parietal–temporal attention
network (Fig. 4; Tables 3, 4). To our knowledge, this is the
ﬁrst functional imaging study that systematically examined
attention-related deﬁcits using somatosensory stimuli in
schizophrenia. Within the sensorimotor network, reduced
(hypo-) attention-related activation was observed in S2
and dorsal pre-motor areas (dPMA) in schizophrenia
patients in both hemispheres, across all latencies, and to
both contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli. S2 is crucial in
higher-order somatosensory perception including somato-
sensory-speciﬁc attention, learning, integration, discrimi-
nation and memory (Ridley and Ettlinger 1978; Burton
1986; Caselli 1993). The dPMA exhibits a far more com-
plex relationship with movement characteristics than M1.
Unlike M1, activation in dPMA is more sensitive to
movement-related conditional cues (Kurata and Hoffman
1994) and sequence-speciﬁc properties of movement
(Kurata 1991; Mushiake et al. 1991; Kettner et al. 1996;
Harrington et al. 2000). dPMA activation also is associated
with the complexity of planning movements (Sadato et al.
1996; Catalan et al. 1998; Dassonville et al. 1998; Solodkin
et al. 2001), whereas M1 activation can usually be attrib-
uted to an increase in the number of active muscle groups
(Rao et al. 1993; Shibasaki et al. 1993; Wexler et al. 1997;
Gordon et al. 1998; Solodkin et al. 2001). Reduced S2 and
dPMA activation in schizophrenia patients may be the
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123main cause of difﬁculties in somatosensory discrimination
and somatosensory feedback to prepare and guide hand
movements.
Another important ﬁnding in the sensorimotor network
in schizophrenia patients was the early hyper-activation in
S1 (in both hemispheres) and M1 (in right hemisphere) at
*40 ms in the attention-related MEG responses evoked by
contralateral median-nerve stimuli, followed by hypo-
activation in these areas throughout the remaining post-
stimulus interval for both contralateral and ipsilateral
stimulation. In lesion studies, S1 has been shown to be
indispensable for somatosensory perception (Randolph and
Semmes 1974; Carlson 1981). M1, on the other hand, is
well-known for its crucial role in motor execution (Kandel
et al. 2000). M1 also receives afferent sensory input from
peripheral neurons, albeit weaker than S1 (see review of
literature in (Huang et al. 2000; Huang et al. 2004a)). Early
hyper-activation in S1 and M1 may be due to a lack of
inhibition in these areas in schizophrenia patients. Hypo-
activation in S1 and M1 at later latencies in schizophrenic
patients may be explained by the reduced interaction
between primary sensorimotor areas and higher-order
somatosensory and motor processing areas such as S2 and
dPMA, in which hypoactivation was persistent in both
hemispheres across all latencies. Finally, it is worth noting
that present ﬁndings are consistent with other somatosen-
sory studies observing intact early M20 somatosensory
activity (Edgar et al. 2005) but impaired secondary
somatosensory cortex activity at *80 ms (Thoma et al.
2007) in patients with schizophrenia.
Attention-related Abnormalities of DLPFC
in Schizophrenia
Schizophrenic patients also showed abnormalities in the
frontal–parietal–temporal attention network. One key
ﬁnding was hypo-activation of DLPFC to contralateral
stimulation, seen in both hemispheres at 140–220 ms.
Although these time intervals coincide with the typical
interval for MMN in studies of auditory attention, reduced
DLPFC activation in the present study is not likely related
to reduced MMN in the auditory modality, because audi-
tory MMN deﬁcits in schizophrenia have been shown to
originate in auditory cortex in the superior temporal lobe
(Thonnessen et al. 2008), and we know of no published
studies showing reduced DLPFC activation in auditory
MMN. It is more likely that the reduced DLPFC activation
during the 140–220 ms interval in the present study is
analogous to the hypo-activation found in DLPFC for the
P300 component using auditory and visual stimuli in
individuals with schizophrenia (Pritchard 1986; Pfeffer-
baum et al. 1989; Ford et al. 1992; Polich and Kok 1995;
Andreasen 1999). In present study, the markedly earlier
onset (i.e., *140 ms) of the DLPFC hypoactivation in
schizophrenic patients may be unique to the somatosensory
modality, since it has not been reported previously.
Because DLPFC is crucial for modulating executive
functions, DLPFC hypo-activation is also consistent with
similar ﬁndings in studies of working memory deﬁcits in
schizophrenia (for a review see (Barch 2005)).
Attention-related Abnormalities of Parietal Areas
in Schizophrenia
Another key ﬁnding was hypo-activation in patients in the
dorsal posterior parietal cortex/superior parietal lobule
(dPPC/SPL), which was evoked by contralateral stimulation
and was long-lasting in the left hemisphere (40–300 ms) but
brief in the right hemisphere (*80 ms). This ﬁnding sug-
gests that the dPPC/SPL abnormality in schizophrenia is
predominantly in the left hemisphere. Dorsal posterior
parietal cortex is ideally situated to receive multimodal-
sensory inputs. As such, it plays a crucial role in many
behaviors including the control of goal-directed actions of
the limbs and eyes, visuospatial attention, and corporeal
awareness(Goodale andMilner 1992;BerlucchiandAglioti
1997; Wojciulik et al. 1998; Corbetta 1998; Blakemore and
Frith 2003). Interestingly, in most etiological models of
schizophrenia, relatively little discussion is devoted to a
possible role for the posterior parietalcortex (Danckertet al.
2004). The reduced dPPC/SPL activation observed here in
the context of somatosensory attention is consistent with the
theory that patients experiencing passivity phenomena (e.g.,
delusions of control) have particular impairments of parietal
function related to poor utilization of forward models of
intended actions (Danckert et al. 2004).
Unlike hypo-activation in bilateral dPPC/SPL, schizo-
phrenic patients showed hyperactivation in the left inferior
parietal lobe (IPL/SMG at *140 and angular gyrus (AG)
at *300–450 ms), yet hypo-activation in the right inferior
parietal lobe (IPL/SMG at *80 ms and AG at *220 ms).
This ﬁnding may be explained by compensatory recruit-
ment of alternative regions due to lost or impaired function
in other areas. In particular, IPL/SMG and AG are very
close to S2 (anterior aspect of BA 40) and dPPC/SPL (BA
7) and may be positioned to compensate for S2 and PPC/
SPL dysfunction. This explanation is supported by the fact
that hyper-activation in the left IPL/SMG and AG coin-
cided with persistent hypo-activation in left S2 and dPPC/
SPL across the post-stimulus interval.
Attention-related Abnormalities of ACC, OFC,
and FP in Schizophrenia
Possible compensatory recruitment of alternative areas in
schizophrenia patients may also have been observed in
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orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). In healthy controls, the dorsal
aspect of the ACC showed robust attention-related activa-
tion in the left and right hemispheres following contralat-
eral median-nerve stimuli. In contrast, the schizophrenia
patients showed diminished dACC, but hyper-activation in
the ventral aspect of ACC (vACC), in both hemispheres. In
the left OFC in schizophrenia patients, the medial aspect of
this area showed reduced attention-related activation from
*80 to *450 ms, but hyper-activation in the more lateral-
ventral aspect of the OFC or nearby frontal pole (FP). In
the right OFC, the patient group showed reduced mOFC
activation at an earlier latency *140 ms, but hyper-acti-
vation in the same region at the later 300–450 ms interval
(ipsilateral evoked), indicating delayed activation with
respect to the controls.
Present ﬁndings of a coexistence of hypo- and hyper-
activations in ACC raise interesting questions about the
relationshipbetweendeﬁcitsinACCandDLPFCfunctionin
schizophrenia. Currently there are three models that explain
the functional relationship between DLPFC and ACC,
namely the cascade-of-control theory, conﬂicting-monitor-
ing theory, and the error-detection theory (see reviews in
Barch 2005; Banich et al. 2009)). Impaired DLPFC function
leading to increased conﬂict and errors might predict
increased ACC activation in individuals with schizophrenia,
according to the conﬂict-monitoring theory (ACC activity is
elicited by more conﬂict and errors). However, impaired
DLPFC function might predict reduced ACC activity
according to the error-detection theory, if reduced DLPFC
activity reﬂects degraded representations of the predictive
informationneededtodriveanerror-correctingsignalthatin
turn elicits ACC activity. Present ﬁndings suggest that dif-
ferent portions of the ACC may play different roles in
explaining cognitive deﬁcits in schizophrenia––the hyper-
activationofthe ventral aspect ofACC isconsistent with the
prediction of the conﬂict-monitoring theory, whereas the
hypo-activation of the dorsal aspect of ACC is consistent
with error-detection theory predictions. Additional regional
functional speciﬁcity in these structures may be relevant
(Banich et al. 2009).
Attention-related Abnormalities of Temporal Areas
in Schizophrenia
Complicated patterns of group differences in temporal lobe
areas were observed. The most consistent ﬁnding was that
patients with schizophrenia showed hyper-activation in the
medial aspect of the temporal pole (TP) versus hypo-acti-
vation in the ventral aspect of the TP. The right medio-
ventral temporal lobe (MVT) also showed mixed hypo- and
hyper-activation in patients. These temporal lobe areas
play important roles in the encoding and recognition of
sensory representations of semantic and episodic informa-
tion and visuospatial learning and memory (Nyffeler et al.
2005). The co-existence of hypo- and hyper-activations in
different temporal lobe areas may reﬂect a complicated
compensatory mnemonic strategy in schizophrenia patients
for attending to the rare stimuli while ignoring the fre-
quency stimuli.
Summary of the Study
In summary, two neuronal networks were activated with
substantial overlap in time in the healthy control partici-
pants. The ﬁrst was a modality-speciﬁc sensorimotor net-
work including S1, S2, M1, PMA, PCL, SMA, and insula.
The second was an attention network that included the
frontal lobe (i.e., LPFC, OFC, and ACC), parietal lobe (i.e.,
SMG/ILP, dPPC/SPL, and posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC)), and temporal lobe (TP, MVT, and STS). We spec-
ulate that the relevant areas in the attention network may be
supramodal since they are typically activated during audi-
tory and visual attention tasks, although the onset of this
attention network activation response for somatosensory
stimuli was earlier than for auditory and visual stimuli. The
apparent modality-independence of activation in the fron-
tal–parietal–temporal network may represent an important
cortical network in early processing stages of working
memory (McCarthy et al. 1997; Halgren et al. 1998). This is
supported by physiological studies in monkeys (Baddeley
1992) and neuroimaging studies in humans (Cohen et al.
1994; McCarthy et al. 1994, 1996; Smith and Jonides 1997),
which reveal a similar network supporting cognitive oper-
ations involved in working memory.
The present study also showed profound attention-rela-
ted deﬁcits in both the sensorimotor and frontal–parietal–
temporal networks using somatosensory stimuli. Patients
with schizophrenia showed early attention-related hyper-
activation in S1 and M1, and then later hypo-activation in
S1, S2, M1, and PMA in the sensorimotor network. Within
the frontal–parietal–temporal attention network, hypoacti-
vation was found in SPL, DLPFC, orbitofrontal cortex, and
the dorsal aspect of ACC. Hyperactivation was seen in
SMG/IPL, frontal pole, and the ventral aspect of ACC in
patients. These ﬁndings link attention-related somatosen-
sory deﬁcits to dysfunction in both sensorimotor and
frontal–parietal–temporal networks in schizophrenia.
Present ﬁndings thus provide a starting point for a model of
somatosensory dysfunction in schizophrenia that can help
guide the development of treatments to reduce somato-
sensory-related cognitive deﬁcits and to improve quality of
life for these individuals.
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